GREETINGS! Long time no see! I was hoping to get an issue in earlier this year but
time did not allow. The plan was to do a retrospective on the Pumpkinhead
series but alas that will have to wait. I plan on doing that early next year. For
the Halloween issue, I am reviewing 31 silent short films that are horror related.
I have been wanting to do an all silent issue, with my original idea highlighting
feature length silent movies. This month on social media I have been posting a
horror silent short each day with the goal of hitting 31 postings. Since I was
already doing that, I figured I should catalog these into an issue of Night
Terrors! This issue will only feature those shorts and none of my other regular
sections. Next year I do plan on doing some full length silent horror films,
some well known while others not so much.
The horror shorts in this issue are ALL on youtube. With my social media
postings, I made sure to link to youtube so people can watch the shorts. Now
with silent films, some of these have music and others do not. Also the music
will vary depending on the video that was uploaded. It's safe to say, most of
these shorts on YT just use stock music, when it does have music. A few do have
specialize tracks, which really add to the story, but for the most part, they are
either entirely silent or use stock tracks. I will be reviewing the shorts based
on the actual video footage.
If you have never seen a silent movie, it is definitely a different type of
experience. These are not the same as regular movies. Some videos run at
different frame rates, which can cause speed up. However this was used as
comedic effect. If a drama film is sped up, that is because it was projected
wrong. A silent film requires your FULL attention because if you look away, you
will miss what is going on. Shorts are a good gateway to the genre. If you like
these, then I suggest branching out to feature length movies. The most popular
horror silents include the 1920 version of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and 1922's
Nosferatu. Nosferatu still resonates with horror por culture. It is one of my
all time favorite movies.
Hope you enjoy these reviews!

-bP
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List of movies highlighted in this issue:
1. 1899 - The Devil in a Convent
2. 1901 - The Devil and the Statue
3. 1901 - The Devil's Seven Castles
4. 1901 - The Haunted Curiosity Shop
5. 1907 - Wonderful Flames
6. 1907 - The Enchanted Glasses
7. 1896 - A Nightmare
8. 1915 - The Portrait
9. 1903 - The Infernal Boiling Pot
10. 1903 - The Monster
11. 1910 - Frankenstein
12. 1906 - The Medium Exposed
13. 1908 - Legend of a Ghost
14. 1898 - The Astronomer's Dream
15. 1909 - Sweet Dreams Intermingled with Nightmares
16. 1908 - The Frog
17. 1908 - Pharmaceutical Hallucinations
18. 1912 - Dr Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
19. 1901 - Bluebeard
20. 1906 - The Witch
21. 1906 - The Merry Frolics of Satan
22. 1907 - The Red Specter
23. 1908 - The Haunted House
24. 1921 - Dreams of a Rarebit Fiend: The Pet
25. 1923 - Felix the Cat: The Ghost Breaker
26. 1926 - Mutt and Jeff - Hell Freezes Over
27. 1928 - Ko-Ko's Haunted House
28. 1899 - The Pillar of Fire
29. 1905 - The Black Imp
30. 1897 - Haunted Castle
31. 1896 - Haunted Castle

-bill Piper, editor; contact: billgpiper@hotmail.com
All films presented in this magazine are copyrighted by their respective owners.
I make no claim to them.
This is a fan ezine, made up of my opinions of said movies.
Night Terrors © 2018; Issue # 15 / October 2018
Permission is needed for any reproductions.
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# 1 - Title: The Devil in a Convent
Running time: 3 minutes

Year: 1899

Also known as "The Sign of the Cross", this French made short by Georges Méliès
(remember his name) has the devil appearing in a church and disguising himself as a
priest. He rings the bell inviting various nuns into the room and begins a sermon. The
devil reveals himself and causes all kinds of havoc in the church. Towards the end, Saint
Michael the archangel appears and drives out the devil. Georges Méliès was a pioneer in
early cinema. The man put out hundreds upon hundreds of short films, a lot of which
dealt with various camera special effects and trickery. He was after all a stage illusionist
/ magician and it shows. His most popular short is 1902's "A Trip to the Moon" which
features the rocket landing in the moon's eye. That is an amazing short and I highly
recommend
picking up the
blu-ray! Of the
500ish films
that Georges
made, only 200
or so survive.
The silent era is
notorious for
lost films with
an estimated
80% of all
silents are lost
due to various
factors.
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# 2 - The Devil and the Statue
Year: 1901
Running time: 2 minutes
Once again, Georges Méliès plays
the devil (I think he may have a
fascination with the entity!), this
time tormenting a lady. Once the
devil appears, the special trick of
the short shows the devil growing to
a large size until another statue
comes alive, which I suspect is
suppose to be an angel, and
banishes the devil away. Worth checking out for the humorous dance the devil does.
________________________________________________________________________
#3 - The Devil's Seven Castles
Year: 1901
Running Time: 11 minutes
A man, frustrated with his life and
wife, sells his soul to the devil and
relishes in the joys of the seven sins.
Once he goes through these
situations, the devil proceeds to
condemn him to hell until his wife
steps in and saves him through the
help of god and his angels. The short
features various special tricks
through out it's running time of
which goes on a bit too long IMO.
There are no intertitles and at times this can cause the viewer to become lost in what is
going on. My favorite part is the gluttony scene in which a large creature (pictured) eats
everything and that includes a child!
________________________________________________________________________
#4 - The Haunted Curiosity Shop
Year: 1901
Running Time: 2 minutes
Not much in way of a story but rather another special
effect piece. This one involves an older man in a shop
and encounters a floating skull which turns into a
legless woman, then a full body and eventually into
various people thanks to a wardrobe closet. Amusing
and does not over stay it's welcome.
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#5 - Wonderful Flames
Year: 1907
Running Time: 4 minutes
This short was done by Spanish
director Segundo de Chomón.
Like Méliès, Segundo was a
pioneer in the early days of
cinema and put out hundreds of
films. Some of his films were
quite bizarre for the day and a
few have made this list! This particular short features the devil (?) appearing and
performing various tricks. He has two women rise up out of a box before eventually
making them disappear in an explosion of sparks. The short gets it's title from the last
section where we see a flaming circle surrounding the main character and then an all out
spark show complete with color stenciled in to give it an almost psychedelic look.
________________________________________________________________________
#6 - The Enchanted Glasses
Year: 1907
Running Time: 4 minutes
Another Segundo de Chomón
short, which is again a special
effects driven piece. Not really
horror, this short is more of a
magic show. It starts out with a
mad man type of person who
makes a dress levitate and then
transforms into a female magician. She does various tricks like making other women
appear, then disappear, re-appear, disappear again (even into liquid), etc.. Once the act is
over, the magician turns back into the crazy man and burst into a puff of smoke. Some
really neat effects to be seen here and the stencil coloring is great.
________________________________________________________________________
#7 - A Nightmare
Year: 1896
Running Time: 1 minute
This early Méliès short features a sleeping man who, at
first, believes he is having a great dream as a woman
appears at his bed side. However she transforms into a
banjo (?) playing musician which freaks out the man.
A few seconds later the musician transforms into a
clown and then the moon develops a face and starts
attacking the main character! A crazy short with a nice visual in the moon with a face.
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#8 - The Portrait
Year: 1915
Running Time: 8 minutes
This piece comes from Russia.
From what I read, this short is
actually from a longer, perhaps
45 minute feature, however
this footage is all that exists.
That being said, the short
works as a stand alone. It
starts with our main character
and an art dealer in a store.
The main character buys a painting and heads home with it. The painting is hung up and
the man wipes it off (I presume to clean it?) and the painting changes to a different
portrait! This new portrait is extremely lifelike and kind of creepy looking. The man
becomes uneasy with the portrait and puts a sheet over it to hide it from his view. The
sheet does not stay on there long and the man goes up to the portrait for a closer view
only to find the portrait comes to life! This is revealed as a dream and the man calms
down once he fully awakes. He falls asleep again and the portrait comes back to life!
The man in the portrait crawls out of the painting and sits down next to our main
character. The "portrait man" does a few things in the room before disappearing back
into the painting. Meanwhile the main character is curled up in bed and scared for his life.
A very creepy short and I would love to see the full movie if it ever resurfaces. But what
we have now, it works quite well especially for a modern audience!
________________________________________________________________________
#9 - The Infernal Boiling Pot
Year: 1903
Running Time: 2 minutes

Georges Méliès portrays a
devil (that fetish again! lol)
waiting in a dungeon while
fellow devils bring him three
women. These women get
thrown into a cauldron and
burned to a crisp. After all
three are thrown in, their
spirits come out and float in
the air before turning into
balls of fire. This short
survives in a colored version.
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#10 - The Monster
Year: 1903
Running Time: 2:30 minutes
An Egyptian prince has lost his wife and
enlists a dervish to bring her back to life.
The dervish wraps up the bones of the
deceased wife and resurrects her. The
face of the lady is quite frightening!
When she becomes alive, she starts to
dance around and the special effects of
Méliès come into play. Eventually the corpse is unwrapped and the wife is now back to
human. The dervish wraps her back up and throws the body towards the prince. When
the blanket opens up, the bones of his wife falls out. This is a really neat and somewhat
morbid short!
________________________________________________________________________
#11 - Frankenstein
Year: 1910
Running Time: 12 minutes
This short was considered a lost film for
decades. Fortunately a collector had a
copy and eventually released a DVD of
the short back in the early 2000s. It was a
limited release and fortunately I was able
to get a copy! The collector has since
passed away and the Library of Congress
now owns the print. They have
remastered it and made it available on their site for free download! This short was made
by the Thomas Edison company. It's a very loose adaptation of the novel (obviously) but
it still works as a short. The story starts with Frankenstein heading off to college and
leaving his family behind. The movie jumps two years later at which time Frankenstein
has discovered the mystery of life. Before he starts his experiment, he writes a note to his
bride to be telling her that he will marry her once he completes his work. The monster
creation process in this short is quite unique.
We typically associate Universal's creation
scene with the Frankenstein story but here
Frankenstein has a large oven like structure and
the monster rises up in the flames inside. The
filmmakers use reverse film to create this effect
and it does a great job! It is very effective and
creepy! Once the monster is formed,
Frankenstein freaks out from what he has
created. The doctor returns home to his family
but the monster has followed him. While there
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are no intertitles to suggest the dialogue between the monster and Frankenstein, you can
see the monster appears to be jealous of the doctor and his relationship with his bride to
be. On his wedding night, Frankenstein and his wife are confronted by the monster. The
short ends when the monster sees itself in the mirror and disappears into the mirror before
fading off. Kind of an odd way to end this otherwise pretty nifty short! Now is this
better than the Karloff talkie? No way, not even close. But it is a great short and horror
fans should really check it out. Let's all be glad this was not lost to time like so many
other movies of the silent era!
________________________________________________________________________
#12 - The Medium Exposed
Year: 1906
Running Time: 6 minutes
Séances were quite popular in the
Victorian era and of course there were
a lot of frauds to capitalize on this
trend. "The Medium Exposed"
showcases such a situation however
when the fraudsters are caught, they
are severely humiliated in public.
Moral of the story, don't fake a séance!
LOL
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#13 - Legend of a Ghost
Year: 1908
Running Time: 14 minutes

Segundo de Chomón brings us another horror short. This one begins with a woman
walking through a cemetery only to find numerous specters. A note appears stating to go
find the devil, challenge then vanquish him, thus giving her an inextinguishable flame
which is to be taken to the bottom of the sea and locate a black pearl. Yes this reads like
a video game plot. The specters turn into a small army of women and they follow our
main character into the nether regions. Along the way, they come across a weird
automobile (which I suspect was suppose to be a creature...?). This vehicle carries the
army into hell so they can battle the devil and his minions. As the vehicle is parading
around hell / the lower regions, the devil's minions are dancing around it, some attacking
but others are not. At the center of hell, there is a bizarre ceremony of dancing and
foolishness going on when the small army caravan arrives Rather than battle, the devil
gives the main character the flame. Anti-climatic I must say! lol The main character
proceeds to the sea to find the black pearl. Along the way she encounters a group of
women who are caretakers of the black pearl. The queen / leader of the group hands over
the pearl without any resistance. Just like in hell, a small ceremony takes place with the
group and various creatures of the sea. Our main character goes to leave the sea when the
devil strikes at the caravan and killing everyone except our heroine. She struggles to get
back to the cemetery. Once there, she hands over the black pearl to the main specter who
then proceeds to drink from it. This turns him into a man and our heroine faints. Not
sure who the man is suppose to be, perhaps a deceased lover...? The next scene shows
the heroine and the man in heaven. I guess the shock of seeing him had scared her to
death? lol This is a crazy short. The print I saw looks to be assembled via several
sources, one being a stencil colored version and the other in black and white. The
colorization works extremely well when it's on screen. The whole video has a weird
psychedelic tone to it, even when there isn't colors on screen. This short is the
undiscovered gem in my list and I HIGHLY recommend everyone to check it out.
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#14 - The Astronomers Dream
Year: 1898
Running Time: 3 minutes
The moon makes another crazy appearance in this
Méliès short. An astronomer falls asleep in his
laboratory only to have various characters interact
with him which includes the moon itself! Sort of
similar to "A Nightmare."
________________________________________________________________________
#15 - Sweet Dreams Intermingled with Nightmares
Year: 1909
Running Time: 5 minutes
A woman falls asleep on a bench and a
devil appears behind her. In her dream
she is transported to a cavern with
some weird looking dwarf creatures
who toy and even attempt to cook her!
This wakes the woman up but she
quickly falls back asleep with an
angelic type of woman now appearing
behind her. This causes the main
character to have a more pleasant dream than the nightmare she first encounter. Not
Chomón's best work but it is interesting.
________________________________________________________________________
#16 - The Frog
Year: 1908
Running Time: 3 minutes
This Chomón short is really
weird, I realize that's not
saying much considering his
other works! lol The short
features a man dressed up as a
frog and dancing around a
fountain while various
different things go on in the
center such as a large head
appearing, a group of people,
flames, smoke, etc...!?!?!? I would have loved to have met this director (and Méliès for
that matter). Don't expect anything to make sense with this short, just watch and be
amazed!
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#17 - Pharmaceutical Hallucinations
Year: 1908
Running Time: 13 minutes
Back to Méliès with this short about a
pharmacist who only helps those who can
pay him. When a poor woman and child
come in asking for medicine, he throws them
out. His assistants get back at him by
spiking the pharmacist's drink. This causes
the man to hallucinate greatly. He starts to
see ghosts (those in sheets, literally! LOL)
whom begin to torment him. This sort of reminded me of Scrooge in A Christmas Carol.
I believe the ghosts possibly represent the poor souls who died due to the pharmacist's
greed. The pharmacist seeks the help from a wizard (?) who puts together a drink for him.
But to be honest, I am not sure it helps as other strange stuff still occurs. After paying the
wizard, the main character heads back to his lab. Once there, the lab starts under going
quick changes and now it's a bakery.... Yeah I'm just as confused as you! LOL That
being said, the bakery now allows poor folks to come in and they are served food. The
moral of the story, don't be greedy.
________________________________________________________________________
#18 - Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Year: 1912
Running Time: 12 minutes
This story was adapted to film
NUMEROUS times in the silent
era. The 1920 version starring
John Barrymore is the most
famous one and I will review that
sometime in the future. This
version here is quite good and does
an admirable job of the dual
personality in just 12 minutes. It
starts with Dr. Jekyll taking his
serum and transforming into Mr. Hyde. After a few moments, he drinks the serum again
to return to normal. Everything seems good for the moment. The next scene shows Dr.
Jekyll with his wife to be, the daughter of the Minister. The short jumps a few months
later and explains that the good doctor has been constantly using his serum thus allowing
the Mr. Hyde persona to take over. Mr. Hyde terrorizes the community, even kids!
Reverting back to normal, the doctor goes out with his fiancé but ends up transforming
into Mr. Hyde without any help from the serum! As Mr. Hyde, he attacks his fiancé and
her father. The fiancé finds a police officer but this results in Mr. Hyde killing her father.
Hyde is able to flee from the police and find his way back to his laboratory. He
transforms himself back into Dr. Jekyll and the police leave. The next scene shows
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Jekyll talking to his fiancé in what appears to be his final
words before he leaves to turn back into Hyde for one last
time. He knows that Hyde must be destroyed even if that
includes himself. The police arrive at the laboratory and
Hyde is causing a ruckus before eventually poisoning
himself. This short works very well and is highly
recommended!
________________________________________________________________________
#19 - Blue Beard
Year: 1901
Running Time: 10 Minutes
One of Méliès more popular shorts,
this adaptation of the Blue Beard
story involves a wealthy aristocrat
looking to obtain a new bride but no
woman will have him. He gets one
of the women to go along, though
she is very hesitant and not really
happy about it. The couple head up
to the dining room along with all
their guests to celebrate their
wedding. Afterwards, Blue Beard gives his new wife a set of keys for the house so she
can go wherever she wants except for one room that he forbids her to enter. As soon as
he leaves, the new bride goes into the room which was forbidden (of course she would!).
Once inside she finds seven women hanging!! She eventually leaves the room to go rest
but a devil (there he is again!) is tormenting her with various ghostly images. Blue Beard
eventually figures out what she did and becomes furious, even dragging her down stairs
by her hair! Some men come to her aid and one of them stabs Blue Beard, leaving him
twitching against a wall. The ghosts of his past wives come back to life and walk off
with suitors (!?) and then he eventually dies. This short features various different back
drops and is entertaining. Some scenes were kind of shocking. I did find it humorous
that Méliès once again plays a devil.
________________________________________________________________________
#20 - The Witch
Year: 1906
Running Time: 12 Minutes
Méliès is at it again. The story involves a witch who met by a person wanting her
services particularly a potion/spell that involves getting a woman. In order to get this, a
payment must be made. The guy tricks the witch by giving her a bag of sand rather than
coin. This angers the witch and she goes after him, only to have rocks thrown at her.
The man runs until he finds a cemetery. Unfortunately the dead rise from their grave!
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Not zombies but rather ghostly specters. The man gets past them but before he can get
into the castle, there are rather large animals surrounding it! An angelic man appears and
gives the main character a branch to sway off the animals. Another man appears and
hands the main character a sword! Not sure who these two represent, perhaps guardian
angels? Finally the main character gets into the castle and the witch arrives. Inside, our
main character finds an imprisoned women and they escape. The witch enters the castle
to find them gone and flies off on her broom stick. She eventually finds the couple and
attempts to stab the main character, that is until the angelic man appears and fights her off.
The print that survives for this short is one that has been colorized and the stencil work is
great! The short is very colorful and pleasing to the eye.
________________________________________________________________________
#21 - The Merry Frolics of Satan
Year: 1906
Running Time: 17 minutes
The story of this Méliès short is a bit hard to
describe. Looking on IMDB to help with this,
someone suggested that this may have been one of
those shorts that had narration to go with it. I
found a video on youtube that had narration but it
was in French thus it left me puzzled. Watching it
as just a silent, there are two men that go from
scene to scene, doing various antics. It comes off more as a comedy / special effects
piece. I included this short on the list as it does feature Méliès portraying his favorite role,
that being the devil! The devil usually ends up in each scene just as the two men are
leaving. The devil eventually catches up with them and brings them to hell. My favorite
scene in the short is when the two men are on a carriage being pulled by a skeleton horse
while amongst the sky. Now that is iconic imagery!
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#25 - Felix The Ghost Breaker
Year: 1923
Running Time: 6 minutes
The next few entries will
be from animated pieces
from the silent era.
Probably the most famous
cartoon character from the
silent era is Felix the cat!
To this day there are still
cartoons put out of this
black cat. This particular
cartoon starts with Felix
taking a nap in a cemetery
and hearing odd noises. He
thinks he is dreaming but
weird stuff keeps
happening to him and
suddenly ghosts start to
appear. Felix chases after a ghost into a nearby barn in which the ghost startles a donkey.
The ghost keeps terrorizing the animals until it goes after the owner of the house. The
owner has enough and telephones for the police to arrive! A small army of police arrive
only to be scared off by the ghost. The owner about gives up until Felix tells him that he
will rid the house of the ghost. Shenanigans ensue but Felix eventually gets rid of the
ghost at gun point! LOL However there is a twist once the ghost sheet comes off. I love
old cartoons, especially the ones from the 30s. So much detail and work goes into them
and it shows. The animation is something you just don't see these days unfortunately. I
highly recommend this short for the whole family!
________________________________________________________________________
#26 - Mutt and Jeff: Hell Freezes Over
Year: 1926
Running Time: 8 minutes
Mutt and Jeff are animated characters that are
no longer in the spot light. They were born of
the silent era and even had various incarnations
through out the decades but are no longer
known like Felix. That being said, this
particular short features the duo struggling to
keep warm in their cabin. Without any coal or
wood, they go out to find some wood for their fireplace. They run into a stranger along
the way and proceed to laugh at him. However this stranger is no ordinary person, it's the
devil! The devil transports the two down to hell and shows them a small flame. He
states this is the last flame in hell and if they let it burn out, there will be big trouble!
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Through out hell there are people and devils freezing to death. Yeah, it's kind of
humorous. The flame decides to walk out of it's pit while Jeff chases it down. He
catches the flame only for it to run off again. Eventually he catches the flame and spanks
it! LOL However the flame slips through his hands and runs off. The devil meets up
with him again and the two go at it. The short ends with Mutt in bed beating on his
pillow, yes, it was all a dream. I have noticed that the devil seems to be the main bad guy
in most of these shorts. Quite an interesting observation and especially when these shorts
come from various different countries. The animation in this short is very well done.
The animators did a get job and if anything it's worth checking out for that!
________________________________________________________________________
#27- KoKo's Haunted House
Year: 1928
Running Time: 6 minutes
Yet another popular character from
the time, KoKo the clown. He was
created by Max Fleischer and was a
part of the rotoscoping process. This
involved filming a person then
drawing over the footage. The most
famous Fleischer cartoon to
demonstrate this is the Superman
shorts from the 40s. This short starts
with two artists (live action footage)
creating artwork with their hands rather than a pencil. Kind of a cool trick! One artist
creates a house while the other creates KoKo. KoKo walks into the house and starts to
explore and this begins the animated portion. In the house there are ghosts and other
various fun house antics. Fitz the dog is along with KoKo and is being terrorized as well.
Meanwhile, one of the artist starts messing with the house, causing loud noises, blowing
air into it, really giving KoKo and Fitz a hard time! LOL The two escape the house and
KoKo gets one of the artists to draw multiples of him and these copies go after the
antagonist for payback. Not much of story but the live action mixed with animation is
really cool.
________________________________________________________________________
#28 - The Pillar of Fire
Year: 1899
Running Time: 1 minutes
This 1 minute short features the devil (Méliès)
fanning a fire until a woman appears and does sort
of a weird dance until she disappears. Can't expect
much for a minute! The short survives in color
form and it looks appeasing. The background in
the short is pretty cool and interesting.
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#29 - The Black Imp
Year: 1905
Running Time: 4 minutes
A black imp jumps into a room and begins
hopping around. He disappears when
some people arrive. A man stays behind
(the guest of the room) and begins to pack
away his stuff when bizarre stuff starts to
happen like his dresser going up and up,
chairs moving on their own then
appearing and disappearing, etc.. Finally
the imp shows back up and starts jumping
around the room like a buffoon. Eventually the imp bursts into flames and causes the bed
to catch fire. The guest puts out the flames and staff of the hotel come in to escort him
out. Once he is gone, the imp returns and has the room to himself. It is a fairly typical
Méliès short.
________________________________________________________________________
#30 - The Haunted Castle
Year: 1897
Running Time: 1 minute
A rip off / remake of the 1896 short of the
same name. This particular short is directed
by George Albert Smith and features a man
arriving at his castle only to find various
apparitions appear before him. It's not quite
as good as the 1896 version. However this
short does feature color and looks pretty nice
in that aspect.
________________________________________________________________________
#31 - The Haunted Castle
Year: 1896
Running Time: 3 minutes
AKA "The House of the Devil", this Méliès
short is recognized as the first horror film ever
made. Is it really? Not sure, but it's the oldest
surviving one at any rate. It features a
haunted castle in which a devil appears and
starts performing various tricks like making
people and objects appear/disappear. After a
minute, two men appear and start talking but
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then the devil appears and starts causing havoc. One of the men run off while the other
stays behind. Odd things start to happen like objects appearing and disappearing.
Having been tormented for a few minutes, the man grabs a cross and the devil falls back
from the sight of it. Not much horror to this but rather it's the setting and characters that
give the short it's title of first horror film. It's not Méliès best but is worth checking out
for it's historical significance.
________________________________________________________________________
As I was putting this issue together, the Library of Congress released their 2k remaster of
1910's "Frankenstein." This has been a long time in the making. The collector who
owned this print had kept it to himself besides the limited DVD release and supposedly
made a watermarked copy for an archive or two. It was not until after his death and
much years of negotiation with his estate that the LoC was able to obtain his collection,
of which "Frankenstein" was a part of. They immediately went to work to restore this
short and around Halloween of 2018, they uploaded their work to their website for free
download. Before hand they had screened the short at various silent film festivals but
only a select few were able to see it. Now everyone can download the HD version at:
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017600664/
There are options for .MP4 and .MOV files to download. The LoC also did a blog post
about their history with the short and it can be found at:
https://blogs.loc.gov/now-see-hear/2018/10/frankenstein-post
IMO, this is a very historical thing that the LoC has done for silent and horror films. I
greatly applaud them for what they had done and to give it to the public for free is
awesome. They could have easily put the film into their archives and make
people/companies request copies at a fee but nope, it's free for all. I recommend you all
at least go watch this restored version and appreciate it's historical significance for the
genre. Who knows, you may even like it (I quite dig it myself!).
At any rate, thank you for reading through another issue of Night Terrors. I don't know
how many people actually read my e-zines as I do not get feedback on them but I do it for
my own personal amusement. If others like it, then that is great. If you think my writing
is horrid, then you are probably right! lol But hey, practice makes perfect! I am hoping
to have another issue out by the end of the year. Next year I do plan on doing a
Pumpkinhead series retrospective as well as another issue dedicated to silent films but
this time it will be full length movies rather than shorts.

Thanks for reading!!
-bP
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